OPEN HOUSE & CRYSTAL FAIR
Saturday, April 28th ~ 11am - 5pm
Meet our Practitioners
Experience a wide-range of alternative, holistic & spiritual healing therapies...
Ayurveda ~ Sound Healing ~ Thai Massage
Shamanic Journeying ~ Energy Healing ~ Herbal Manicures
Free Talks, Meditations, Demos
2012 Astrological Overview ~ Sound Healing ~ 2012 & Beyond Thai Massage ~ Shamanic Healing ~ Crystal Bowl Meditation
Crystal & Photography Show with an abundance of Crystals & Nature Photography
Free Raffle
Sign up to win a FREE Series of Thai Massage with Jenna Pond,
A 30 minute Personalized Sound Healing Treatment with Kalee of Sound Elements,
A one 60 minute Ayurvedic Consultation with Sandra Lavangeles,
A Shamanic Energy Medicine Healing Session with Liz Seidel (valued at $150)
ALL DAY ENJOY:
The Nature Photography of Janet Jodrie
Janet Jodrie, Writer, Photographer. jjodrie@aol.com. 207-854-2801

An Abundance of Crystals & Stones Featuring:
SHAMAN’S DREAM
Shaman’s Dream has had a relationship with miners and distributors around the world for over a decade. All of their stones are hand-picked by owners Elizabeth Tallman and Tim Harris, who are psychic healers that are always looking for that unique, and magical stone. Whether it is tumbled stones for your pocket, angelic Celestite for your Altar, or rare Himalayan crystals for ceremonies, Shaman’s Dream is the place to find your special stone.

JACLYN OUILLETTE
Jaclyn Ouillette, Shamanic Healer & Mentor, Registered Maine Guide, Jeweler and long time Crystal Lover. She specializes in Lemurian Seed Crystal Quartz, Aquamarine, Topaz, and Maine Tourmaline. She amplifies all of her crystals and jewelry with her crystal sing bowls to activate their natural healing properties.

LILYSONGBIRD HEALING & JEWELRY with Fern Dyer
I have lovely, beautiful stones who have come from the energy of love and therefore this is felt when in their view. There are many unusual ones not normally found in crystal shops. Each projects a beautiful vibration. I will have jewelry made from beaded stones in gold-filled sterling silver. The jewelry are Spirit-guided as well as the nature photos in the form of greeting cards and 8x10 matted prints.

PARTAKE IN HEALING SESSIONS:
Herbal Manicures: Sign up sheet available for the day. ($10.00)
Thai Massage mini sessions with Jenna Pond: 15 minutes for $10
Jenna Pond, HHP, is the owner of Thrive Massage and Healing Arts: 207-200-4448, jennapond@gmail.com, www.thrivehealingportland.com
Sample a personalized Sound Healing Treatment with Kalee for $10.00
15 minute individual Q&A with Ayurvedic “body type” and pulse assessment.
Discuss imbalances, and connect with your higher guidance. $15/pp.

FREE TALKS, MEDITATIONS & DEMOS ALL DAY:
11:30: 2012 The Year of Change with Leo Knighton Tallarico
An Astrological look at the current acceleration of change as we move through 2012 into the Aquarian Age on Earth. In this talk Leo will focus on the major astrological aspects this year and the next few years.
12:15: Sound Healing with Kalee
Kalee, Sound Practitioner will give a presentation discussing the use of sound healing with the voice using vocal toning, chanting and singing and other sound remedies, such as, Crystal Signing Bowls for transformation and healing. Using sound as a healing modality to de-stress, calm the nervous system, sleep better, manage pain, increase clarity, raise self-esteem, confidence, consciousness quieting the mind, and to release blocks in the body and much more.

Kalee: Sound Elements: Tuning into You! Sound Practitioner, Singer, Meditation Facilitator.

1:00: Thai Massage, what is it and how can it benefit you? with Jenna Pond
Jenna will be giving a talk about what makes Thai massage different and what the specific benefits of receiving regular sessions are to you. During the talk she will also be giving a Thai massage demonstration.

    Jenna Pond, HHP, is the owner of Thrive Massage and Healing Arts:
    207-200-4448, jennapond@gmail.com, www.thrivehealingportland.com

1:45: From Lying Down & Watching the Grass Grow to Climbing the Sacred Mountain Ausangate in Peru with Liz Seidel
Liz will share how shamanic energy medicine changed her life from experiencing a disabling back condition, where she could barely walk, to climbing one of the tallest mountains in the world.


2:30: 2012 & Beyond: Journey into Oneness with Deborah Knighton Tallarico
Deborah will share about the spiritual initiation and transformation of consciousness we are moving through during this most significant Collective Rite of Passage of 2012. She will focus on how to stay centered and aligned during this most powerful, exciting and sometimes challenging time. We will discuss our shift into living from the Heart and in Unity Consciousness as we transition into the Golden Age and New Earth together.


3:15: Journey to Retrieve Your Power Animal with Liz Seidel
Liz will take you on a shamanic journey to receive one of your animal spirit guides. (30 minutes for $10.00)


4:00: Crystal Bowl Meditation in the Temple of the Heart with Deborah
Join Deborah El’elia in the Temple of the Heart, within the sacred vortex and portal at Spiritual Renaissance Center, to journey to your deeper Self, experience deep inner peace, awaken and open your heart, connect with Universal Spirit, Mother Earth and your own Divine Presence.